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Abstract—With the advent of ubiquitous computing, 
Human-Computer Interfaces must now be able to dynamically 
adapt to changes which may occur in their context of use while 
preserving usability. In this perspective, previous research 
evidences the need to adapt User interfaces (UIs) by taking into 
account dynamic user features like emotions at design time. To 
go one step further, this paper proposes an architecture to adapt 
the UI driven by user emotions at run-time. It is based on an 
existing adaptation approach which is extended to consider 
emotions. Hence, this proposition relies on three main 
components: the inferring engine, the adaptation engine and the 
Interactive System. We show an ongoing prototype to evaluate 
the feasibility of the approach for which we describe its 
implementation. 

Keywords-user interface adaptation; user modeling; 
emotion recognition; architecture. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

With the advent of ubiquitous computing, Human 
Computer Interfaces (HCI) must now be able to dynamically 
adapt to changes which may occur in their context of use 
(user, platform and environment) while preserving usability 
[1]. In this context, an important element for a suitable 
adaptation is to model users. A large variety of users’ 
characteristics [2], profiles and preferences [3] need to be 
taken into account by designers to achieve users’ satisfaction 
during interaction. In particular, authors state that the 
emotions felt by the user during interaction [4] should be 
taken into account by systems [5] and more specifically by 
user interfaces (UI) [6].  

 
Indeed, during interaction with an UI, emotions are the 

user’s response to aspects of objects, consequences of events 
and actions of agents [7]. Different user emotions were 
measured with respect to design factors: shapes, textures and 
color [8], visual features of web pages [9] and aesthetics 
aspects [10]. Emotions thus have the potential to highlight 
user’s satisfaction  [6]. However, adapting the UI regarding 
positive, negative or neutral emotions is a complex task 
because an effective adaptation needs mainly three elements: 
(1) emotion recognition [5], (2) adaptation to these emotions 
and (3) UI actions [6] to deal with dynamic changes in user’s 
emotions. Indeed, humans seem to be inconsistent in their 
rational and emotional thinking evidenced by frequent 
cognitive dissonance [11] [12] and misleading emotions [13]. 
Therefore, this lack of user’s harmony may lead the 

adaptation process to a fuzzy understanding of the user’s 
emotions and to in effective adaptation changes. 

 
Previous approaches consider a variety of users’ 

elements, such as preferences [14], intentions [15], 
interactions [16] [17] [18], interests [19], physical states [20], 
controlled profiles [21] and clusters [22] ; however, they do 
not drive the UI adaptation by emotions as the main source 
of modeling and adaptation to the user [23]. Conversely, a  
spotlight was given by Nasoz providing an adaptive 
intelligent system with emotion recognition [6]. It mainly 
underlines the feasibility of adapting basic UI elements 
(dialogues) to affective states statically by analyzing stored 
user data. This work shows some highlights, such as emotion 
elicitation and recognition techniques, and a static user model 
with interface content actions from collected data. 
Nevertheless, it focuses on the understanding of 
physiological signals and does not provide a dynamic user 
model, nor UI adaptation rules and a consistent process to 
manage and execute these rules in the UI. Considering these 
limits, it cannot be considered as a complete solution for 
adapting UIs at runtime to user’s emotions. 

 
Our long term goal is to provide a tool that can adapt UIs 

to users’ emotions. Here, the contribution focuses on a global 
architecture to adapt UIs regarding with user emotions at run-
time.  This proposal allows users to interact with the UI 
thanks to a cyclical process where (1) after recognizing the 
user’s situation and in particular her emotions, (2) the best 
suitable UI structure is chosen and the set of UI parameters 
(audio, Font-size, Widgets, UI layout, etc.) is computed to (3) 
allow the UI to execute run-time changes aiming to find a 
better degree of user satisfaction. This architecture will be 
evaluated thanks to an empirical user experiment. 

 
The reminder of the paper starts by explaining the state of 

the art about UI adaptation (Section 2), followed by a 
description of the approach (Section 3), and a presentation of 
the results of some observations of users’ reacting to such 
adaptation (Section 4). It is based on the implementation of a 
preliminary prototype created for demonstrating the 
feasibility as well as the complexity of the approach. Finally, 
a conclusion summarizes the current findings, limitations and 
future work (Section 5). 
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II. RELATED WORK 

Adapting the UI regarding emotions is at the intersection 
of two main areas: users’ emotions modeling and UI 
adaptation. 

 
First, several approaches have been proposed to model 

users’ emotions in HCI[24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29]. Although, 
these models study emotions when related to other users’ 
features such as learnability, performance and 
communication. None of them deals with reusing these 
correlations to explore UI adaptation. For instance, the auto 
tutor project [25] shows a strong relation between emotions, 
learning and dialogues features during interaction with a vocal 
interface. Although, this finding is used to adapt the system 
content when user’s uncertainty or frustration are detected, no 
UI change is considered.  

 
Second, other proposals use emotion recognition to adapt 

the UI [6] [30] For instance, the Affect and Belief Adaptive 
Interface System (ABAIS) approach [29] applies changes in 
the GUI (Graphical User Interface) by following user’s 
anxiety while interacting with a complex air force system. 
Despite these GUI adaptations can affect icons, displays, 
notifications and custom configuration, there is no significant 
evidence of considering other user’s emotions, particularly 
positive ones. Moreover, this work does not allow adaptation 
of the structure of the UI depending on contextual elements 
such as the size of the screen. 

 
Another adaptation proposal was made by Nasoz [6]. This 

approach consists in implementing an adaptive intelligent 
system relying on the recognition of affective states from 
physiological signals. It includes a user model with features 
such as personality traits, age, gender and recognized 
emotion (Sadness, Anger, Surprise, Fear, Frustration, and 
Amusement) attached to a set of automatic interface actions. 
This relation implies that UI adaptation can be driven by 
combining observable user’s data with emotions at run-time. 
However, this inference is evidenced only in the design of the 
user model. Furthermore, while interacting with the UI, users 
may feel unconsidered emotions that may also be relevant in 
UI adaptation, such as dislike or contempt. In fact, dislikeness 
can be related to user’s responses to the degree of appealing 
and familiarity with objects [7]. Consequently, we can 
suppose that users may often reflect dislike when they find 
that an UI adaptation is unfamiliar, unattractive, and therefore 
unsatisfactory. Overall, this contribution appears to be a 
partial solution in the field of UI adaptation. 

 
To sum up, (1) there is a lack of UI adaptation by using 

user emotions models, (2) other relevant emotions (especially 
positive ones) need to be considered, (3) current changes 
mainly focus on content rather than UI itself. Considering the 
limits of related works, we investigate an approach that will 
permit UI adaptation to different kinds of emotions (positive, 
negative, and neutral) at runtime.  

 

III. GLOBAL APPROACH 

This section provides an overview of our approach and 
introduces the global architecture of the tool supporting our 
approach. 

A. Overview 

Our approach proposes to adapt at run-time the UI to 
users’ emotions. To prioritize the architecture’s feasibility 
(emotion recognition), we choose mainly to consider 3 kinds 
of emotions: positive, negative and neutral. This 
categorization follows the valence model suggested by 
Russel in the circumflex model of affect [30]. In this model, 
emotional states are represented at any level of valence axis 
(positive or negative) or at a neutral level. For instance, 
happiness is located in the positive region of the axis while 
disgust in the negative one. The approach may thus recognize 
if one particular UI adaptation has been found as positive, 
negative or neutral (significant lack of expression) by the user 
as feedback for future adaptations.  

 
The adaptation can be related to the widgets used, the 

font, the colors, etc., but also to the UI structure. Previously 
we proposed a patent [31] that considers the UI adaptation 
based on any contextual characteristics, such as the screen 
size or the brightness. We will reuse the principles of the 
patent to compute the appropriate adaptations and we will 
extend the tool for considering emotions. With this goal, we 

propose a new architecture which starts with the exposition 
of the main involved definitions.  

B. Definitions 

This section underlines the principal definitions in our 
architecture. 

Context of Use: a set of three models, users, platforms 
and environment, representing the users who are intended to 
use the system, their hardware and software platform(s), and 
their physical and sociological environment while the 
interaction takes place in practice [1]. Consequently, the 
proposed architecture will deal with this context of use.  

Figure 1.   Prototype views during the UI adaptation 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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UI variant: a variant is a variation of an UI created for a 
specific context of Use (Figure 1, a, b, c). For instance, there 
can be two different structures for a laptop and a smartphone, 
leading to two variants of the same UI. A UI variant is 
modelled by the following elements: ui-name (the name of the 
UI it is a variation of), variant-id (its identifier), path (the path 
to the source code embodying this variant), and context-of-use 
(the subset of characteristics of the context of use this variant 
is dedicated to). 

 
UI Parameters: Defines a set of variables which 

personalize UI elements (e.g., font-size, widgets, audio, 
display and dialogues) regarding with identified context 
values (e.g., user’s emotions). For instance, if the user’s 
emotion is happiness then the UI parameter named 
background-color could be set to light-yellow. Then, those 
variables sent to displayed UI for applying corresponding 
changes. To illustrate previous definitions, let’s consider the 
UI variant shown in Figure 1(c). This variant of the Home 
page of a website is adapted to window-width is bigger than 
900 (pixels). We consider here that, considering the user’s 
emotions, the adaptation system has decided that the 
background of the UI should be yellow. It sets the UI 
parameter (background-color) to the chosen color (light-
yellow) and sends it to the variant after it is displayed. This 
parameter will be applied by using a personalizing function 
which will be described in the architecture section. 

 
Filtering emotions: Removes unneeded emotions during 

the interaction. Usefulness of emotions is defined by the 
designer.  

C. Architecture 

The architecture (Figure 2) articulates three components: 
the Inferring Engine , the Adaptation Engine  and the 
Interactive System . An adaptation process might start from 
either (a) a need for a new UI to display or (b) a change in the 
context of use. (a) can be exemplified by the user entering a 
web site: the home page has to be displayed. An example of 
(b) is the ambient light: when it increases, the contrast on the 

UI might be increased as well. In (b), the overall process is 
the following: the Inferring Engine  monitors sensors  to 
detect changes  in the context of use. From these values, it 
deduces the new context of use dynamically. It includes an 
Emotion Wrapper  which makes it possible to include 
emotion values in the user model. The Inferring Engine  
sends  the computed context of use to the Adaptation 
Engine , which elicits accordingly a suitable UI variant and 
the UI parameters  . Finally, the Interactive System  
displays the variant � and executes the changes related to the 
parameters. The whole process runs cyclically by following 
a time period parameter defined by the designer. 

 
The following sections describe the three main 

components of our global architecture with more details. 
 

a) Inferring Engine 

This component is in charge of dynamically deducing the 
value of the context of Use (users with their emotions, 
platform, environment) by executing inference rules (e.g., 
conversion, aggregation). The Emotion Wrapper  takes 
sensor input data  (e.g., user’s face image) and sends it to 
an emotion detection tool  such as FaceReader [32] or 
Affdex [33] that returns the set of detected emotions. The 
Wrapper  filters and aggregates the acquired emotions 
values to find whether the current user emotion is positive, 
negative or neutral, and returns this value to the Inferring 
Engine, which includes it in the context of use (emotions, 
platform, environment) and in turn sends it  to the 
Adaptation Engine . 

 

b) Adaptation Engine 

The Adaptation Engine (AE) aims at (a) selecting the UI 
variant among all available variants for the UI and (b) 
computing the UI parameters for even better adapting the 
chosen variant to the context of use. First, the Adaptation 
Engines receives  the current context of use from the 
Inferring Engine  and the needed UI name from the 
Interactive System . From the variants description , it 

 
Figure 2.   Global schema of the architecture. 
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computes which variant of the needed UI suits best the 
context of use, for instance a variant made for a screen width 
of 400px when the current screen is 450px width. Then it 
computes if some changes can be or have to be applied to the 
parameters of this variant for making it better, using rules that 
respect this format (F): 

 
for every context-variable  
do if <context-use-conditions> then  

<define UI-parameters>. 
For instance, if <user-emotion=positive> then 

<background-color=light-yellow and font-size=normal> 
 
In this (fanciful) example, when the user is considered 

having a positive emotion, two parameters are defined for 
changing the variant: the background-color is set to light 
yellow and the font size is switched to normal. At the present 
time, adaptation rules are kept simple to show the feasibility 
of the architecture. If needed, we can choose another 
approach for specifying rules. This will require a continuous 
observation process to identity the suitable  (1) context-use-
conditions and (2) thresholds for the UI-parameters.  

 

c) Interactive System 

The last component is the Interactive System . When 
needed, it sends the required UI name to the Adaptation 
Engine , receives the chosen UI variant path and the UI 
parameters to apply,  displays the UI variant and applies the 
UI parameters. This last action is made thanks to the 
following algorithm: 

 
 for every ui-parameter do 
if <ui-parameter-condition> then <modify UI >.  
For instance, if <background-color=light-yellow> then 

<addClass background-light-yellow to UI>. 
 
As already mentioned, a change in the context of use may 

occur during interaction and induce the need of changing the 
displayed variant (e.g., the user has reduced the window size 
and a variant designed for a Smartphone would be more 
relevant) or applying new UI parameters (e.g., user’s emotion 
has changed and the Adaptation Engine has decided that 
another color palette has to be used). The Interactive System 
is thus also in charge of watching for such updates and 
applying them dynamically by using the personalizing 
function. 

 
This personalizing function executes a UI 

personalization thanks to the values of the UI parameters 
decided by the adaptation system. This function avoids 
selecting a UI variant that would have to suit all the 
characteristics of the context of use. Thus, variants can be 
reduced to only the variations that cannot be (or hardly be) 
modified at runtime. This makes it possible to deal with 
complexity, repetition and maintenance. First, if designers 
need to design as many UI variants  as possible context of 
use, the combinations may lead to a complex design task to 
support <user emotions*platform*environment> 

combinations and ergonomic guidelines (e.g., 3700 in [34]). 
Second, even when designers deal with all designs diversity, 
there would be many UI repeated features across all variants 
(e.g., the same font-size across all different background 
colors). Lastly, designers would need to maintain all variants 
to have consistent UIs, which may be a tedious and 
ineffective task (e.g., change font-size=small for all UI 
variants). 

D. Current Prototype 

The architecture has been implemented for web pages. 
From the software perspective, all components rely on 
JavaScript and jQuery [35] to execute all steps in the 
adaptation process. Where the Interactive System uses also 
HTML and CSS. This first prototype (Figure 1) involves run-
time adaptation in UI parameters (color, font-size, image-
size) and variants regarding with positive (happiness and 
contempt), negative (anger, disgust, sadness, fear) and 
neutral emotions. Generic adaptation rules were implemented 
by following the format (F) shown in the architecture section 
to adapt the color, font-size and image-size according to user 
emotions (e.g., image-size=large when a negative emotion is 
evoked).  

 
Moreover, the generic variable emotionFilter= {positive, 

negative, neutral} allows to filter the needed emotions to be 
considered by the Adaptation Engine. Two variants of a 
sample Home pages were used in our demonstrator. Variant 
home-1 is adapted to a PC platform as variant home-2 to a 
smartphone. The main structural change among them is the 
body-size:1024 and 480 pixels respectively. Those variants 
emphasize the adaptation engines selection of the variant 
depending on the current platform context. To illustrate the 

current implementation, as the user is interacting with the 
website, the adaptation process may start with (a) a need for 
a new UI to display or (b) a change in the context of use. 
Emotions are detected every 10 seconds. In both cases, the 
Inferring Engine uses a camera for taking a picture of the 
user’s face and sends it to the Emotion Wrapper. Then, it calls 
the Microsoft emotion detection tool [36] to get back the 
corresponding emotions. At this point, the Emotion Wrapper 
is configured to filter the neutral prediction. Basically, neutral 

Figure 3.   One user test result during the first session 

a) 
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emotions covered all positive and negative ones during the 
interaction with the current simple websites. 

 
 Then, with this set of emotion values, the inferring 

engine aggregates emotions to figure out whether the current 
user’s emotion is positive or negative. Once the context of 
use is updated by the Inferring Engine, the Adaptation Engine 
finds the best UI variant (here an HTML path) and UI 
parameters thanks to a set of adaptation rules such as the 
following one which aims to show only the feasibility of the 
approach and does pretend to be relevant:  

if <Context-Use-user-emotion=negative> then <Main-
Background-Color=light-violet and Main-Font-
Size=large>.  

Consequently, the Interactive System displays the UI 
variant path (e.g., variants/home_pc.html) and adds CSS 
classes to the page. 

IV. FEASIBILITY USER TESTS  

As a first test of our architecture, we drove some 
observations with users. Their goal was to verify that the 
system is able to detect the correct emotion and to make 
changes. The test is designed to start with negative emotion 
then the changes in the user interfaces must make the 
emotions change to more positive ones. To test that the 
system runs correctly, we performed 10 tests with 5 users 
with a fixed emotion (negative). Tests involved two user 
sessions in a 2-minutes-period per session. The system run 
with a time period of 8 seconds leading to 16 iterations per 
session. Four men and one woman from a Computer Science 
profile between 25 and 33 years old. Users read a web page 
(Figure 1) by only looking at and scrolling up and down by 
interacting with the mouse in a PC (1920 x 1080 resolution) 
through a web browser (Firefox version 49.0.2). During 
every session, the system performed a gradual font-size 
growth (8px to 32px) regarding with the user negative 
emotion (emotionFilter=negative). As a result, the system 
was stable and reacted to the user emotion properly by 
increasing the font-size and image-size only when a negative 
emotional change was recognized. It means that it detects the 
correct emotion change and its evolution while adapting the 
UI (font-size and image-size). This initial observations were 
evidenced at asking users if the changes in the UI matched 
their emotions where 4 over 5 understood the correlation 
while the last one did not see the reason of the changes but 
agreed when an explanation was given. To illustrate, one user 
stated that the best font-size change was showed in middle of 
the experiment. In fact, for this user, Figure 3 shows the 
negative emotion across 16 iterations where a) evidences 
preliminarily that the lowest negative values were recognized 
just in between 8 and 10 iterations reaching almost 23 px. As 
a highlight, another user started with a close position to the 
screen when font-size was 8 px but then it was found relaxed 
at the end of the experiment (30 px). In such case, the user 
stated that he preferred the final UI change which may be also 
related with his low vision acuity.  

Consequently, (1) the system was mainly able to detect 
changes in the emotion and (2) to induce UI variations which 
seems (3) to imply new and different user emotion values 

during the interaction. It leads to the need of driving a 
scientific experiment to consider more emotions and complex 
UI adaptations to validate the correlation between automatic 
detected emotions and user declared ones.         

 
 

V. CONCLUSSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper addresses UI adaptation by user emotions 
(positive, negative and neutral) at run-time. We proposed an 
architecture, which covered three components: The Inferring 
engine, the Adaptation engine and the Interactive System. 
The architecture was applied in a current prototype to test 
successfully how it reacts to emotions (negative). It was also 
evidenced that UI changes denotes negative emotion changes 
in run-time, which was particularly supported by most users. 
Even when empirical tests were relevant, it is necessary to go 
further to validate scientifically the architecture by 
considering more emotions, complex adaptation rules with 
larger case studies. To this, we envision to extend a current 
adaptation approach to include user emotions.  

Filtering emotions seems to be not particularly useful at 
considering small interface changes. For instance, if font size 
changes from 10 to 11px then the user may often evoke a 
neutral emotion. As a perspective, we need to refine the 
emotion inferring engine so that it will not differentiate in 
which degree this minor change was positive or negative. A 
fact that might be beneficial to understand and define future 

and bigger adaptation changes.  Hence, it is necessary to 
identify adaptations relevant to emotions and to validate 
them. 
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